Time-resolved fluorescent properties of 8-vinyl-deoxyadenosine and 2-amino-deoxyribosylpurine exhibit different sensitivity to their opposite base in duplexes.
8-Vinyl-deoxyadenosine (8VA) has been recently introduced as a fluorescent analogue of adenosine that is less perturbing and less quenched than the well-established 2-amino-deoxyribosylpurine (2AP) probe when inserted in oligonucleotides. To further validate 8VA as a fluorescent substitute of A, we compared the ability of 8VA and 2AP in sequences of the type d(CGT TTT XNX TTT TGC) (with N=8VA or 2AP and X=T and C) to discriminate the nature of the opposite base (Y) in duplexes. For both probes, systematic variations in the amplitudes of the short- and long-lived lifetimes of the fluorescence intensity decays as well as in the amplitude of the fast rotational correlation time of the fluorescence anisotropy decays were observed as a function of the nature of Y. From these parameters, we inferred a stability order 8VA-T > 8VA-G > 8VA-A > 8VA-C, similar to the stability order with the native A base, but different from the stability order with 2AP. Using a combination of molecular mechanics and ab initio calculations, we found that the time-resolved parameters of 8VA, but not the 2AP ones, correlate well with the geometry and the strength of the A-Y base-pairing interaction. This may be rationalized by the smaller structural and electronic perturbations induced by the vinyl group in position 8 as compared to the amino group at position 2. As a consequence, substitution of A by 8VA in a base pair was found to only minimally modify the structure and interaction energy of the base pair. Thus, 8VA can be used as a fluorescent substitute of the natural A, to straightforwardly discriminate the nature of the opposite base. This may find interesting applications notably in the elucidation of the mechanisms and dynamics of the DNA mismatch repair system.